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For those of you who were not able to procure a PPP loan, you 
may still qualify for some relief through the ERTC program. 
If you are eligible (nonprofits are eligible), you could qualify 
for relief of up to 50% of staff salaries and health benefits up 
to a maximum of $5,000 per employee. You are only eligible 
for ERTC relief if you did not receive a PPP loan. In order to 
be eligible you must meet one of the following two criteria:

Eligible Employers for the purposes of the Employee 
Retention Credit are employers that carry on a trade or 
business during the calendar year 2020, including tax-
exempt organizations, that either:

Had fully or partially suspended operation during any 
calendar quarter in 2020 due to orders from an appropriate 
governmental authority limiting commerce, travel, or 
group meetings ( for commercial, social, religious, or 
other purposes) due to COVID-19; or

Experienced a significant decline in gross receipts during 
the calendar quarter. A significant decline in gross receipts 
begins with the first calendar quarter in 2020 in which an 
employer’s gross receipts are less than 50 percent of its 
gross receipts for the same calendar quarter in 2019. The 
significant decline in gross receipts ends with the first 
calendar quarter that follows the first calendar quarter in 
which the employer’s 2020 quarterly gross receipts are 
greater than 80 percent of its gross receipts for the same 
calendar quarter in 2019, or with the first calendar quarter 
of 2021.

The rules here are pretty complex, so you may want to speak 
to your accountant or attorney to see if you qualify.

2020 is coming to a close. Hopefully, we will never have 
another year with so much loss, unrest, uncertainty, isolation, 
and controversy again. It has been a difficult year for many 
… I am truly sorry for those of you who have lost loved 
ones. Even so, 2020 taught us that we are resilient, we are 
dynamic, we are resourceful, and we can continue to make a 
difference even through the most adverse conditions. Here’s 
looking to a much better 2021.

Please let us know if we can help in any way … stay safe and 
stay strong!

Furthermore, even though you have been forced to 
dramatically change the way you are doing business and 
where you are doing business, with many of your staff 
working remotely, you still need to remember that controls 
and documentation are still important. While appendix J 
of the current CFR provides some alternative allocation 
methodologies in light of the COVID pandemic, the OSC 
continues to perform audits of providers and issue finding 
reports, albeit not at the same frequency as before the 
pandemic (only 2 reports have been issued since March 
1, 2020, with a couple more anticipated before year-end). 
Some areas that have received OSC attention in more 
recent audits are:

Are pension plan contribution levels in line with plan 
documents and were staff who received them eligible to
Are benefits proportionately similar across all staff, or 
is the management team getting a higher level of benefits
Did outside service contractor invoices contain 
appropriate detail of services provided (hours, dates 
of service, etc.). This is required for both direct 
service contractors as well as contractors performing 
administrative services
Was offsetting revenue recorded to the correct program 
within the CFR
Are cost allocations appropriate and in line RCM and 
CFR guidance
Are all charges to the CFR properly supportable with 
appropriate documentation, given the nature of the 
expenditure charged

We know that many of you were able to get a PPP loan, 
which has helped to provide much needed cash flow relief. 
Under current SED guidance, PPP loan forgiveness should 
be reflected as part of federal grants on CFR-1, which would 
result in PPP loan forgiveness being treated as offsetting 
revenue. We are uncertain if any additional guidance will be 
forthcoming from SED regarding the treatment of PPP loan 
forgiveness. You have 10 months from the end of your 24-
week forgiveness period to apply for forgiveness. For most of 
you, that will take you past the end of the current fiscal year 
and you will have a better understanding of how forgiveness 
will impact your 2020/21 CFR or if any new guidance has 
been issued by SED.

KEN CERINI, CPA, CFP, FABFA
CERINI & ASSOCIATES, LLP

MANAGING PARTNER

s a SED provider, I truly feel for you. You have had the unenviable task of having to pivot from 
in-person to remote learning, you have had to find ways to meaningfully connect with your 
students and their families, you have seen significant (20 to 25%) declines in enrollment and 

related revenue, you have experienced regulatory overload and lack of guidance all at once, and yet you 
have come together to continuously look to make a difference in the lives of the special children you serve. 
We applaud you for your hard work and dedication.

Now, when you normally would be going into the holiday season, a festive time, we continue to see 
jumps in COVID cases that have completely hampered how you run your program and have put you and 
your staff at risk. In addition, due to modification of the CFR software to include additional COVID-19 
related schedules, you still have the filing of the CFR ahead of you, with more work needed to pull those 
schedules together.  We are unsure what SED will do with the additional analysis of the impact of COVID 
on providers, but it is pretty clear that COVID will continue to impact providers through the end of the 
2020/21 school year and maybe even beyond.
As 2020, a year that will live in infamy, comes to a close, here are some things to consider:

EI providers have been somewhat buoyed by their ability to hold onto students past September while 3 
year olds have been getting evaluations to move into preschool. It is anticipated that EI providers will 
see a larger than normal drop in January as these children age out of EI. This should be evaluated and 
properly budgeted for.

In April of 2020, SED sent its recommended methodology to the Division of Budget (“DOB”) for 
approval. While the methodology did not include any rate increases, it did call for a 5 year reconciliation 
process for 4410 and 853 schools and the addition of a 1% corridor for 4410 schools to match what 
already exists in the 853 schools. This revised methodology would be tremendously beneficial to 
providers, especially in a period where enrollment is off, which most likely will result in overspending.  
In conversations with DOB, there does not seem to be a tremendous level of support for the 5-year 
methodology. This is something that providers should be pushing hard for, as without it, we stay with the 
one-year reconciliation process which most likely will mean the need to file waivers to be made whole 
and potentially the need to cut costs and staff for the balance of the year.

With the drop in enrollment, providers have needed to streamline budgets, often in the area of direct 
costs. This could result in providers hitting non-direct care screens for the year. We urge providers to 
analyze their spending through the creation of a mock CFR for the year to determine if they are hitting 
non-direct care screens. While RSU and DOB may be more willing to entertain non-direct care screen 
waivers for 2020/21 due to the pandemic, they have historically not looked favorably on non-direct care 
screen waivers. As a result, you may need to determine what adjustments can be made to limit your 
potential exposure.

SED has not yet provided full guidance on how 1:1 reimbursement will work, especially in light of 
how service delivery has been dynamic, bouncing between in-person and remote learning. SED is 
developing methodology that will prorate the 1:1 aide payment to remove payment for those days a child 
is scheduled to receive remote services. The preliminary methodology, however, does not yet consider 
how providers will get paid for these services throughout the year. The lack of payment to date has put 
significant cash flow strains on providers who have been paying for 1:1’s but have not yet been funded 
for them. 
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The Contact information of an agency’s President/Chair of 
the Board of Directors is required on Schedule CFR-i for 
all not-for-profit corporations. Not-for-profit corporations 
will not be able to validate their CFR without completing 
the President/Chair of the Board of Directors information, 
which includes name, title, and e-mail address.

Three new lines were added to Schedule CFR-1 as follows:

Line 13a (Medicaid Fee for Service Units of Service)

Line 13b (Medicaid Managed Care Units of Service), and

Line 13c (All Other Units of Service)

In addition, line 79 (Federal Grants) was modified to add 
pre-defined entries related to COVID-19 funding on CFR-1 
and on the DMH claiming schedules.

Appendix J. which provides for appropriate allocation 
methodologies, was modified to provide additional 
alternatives to providers that were not able to track the 
requisite information during the COVID pandemic (e.g. time 
studies). Providers should read through appendix J to make 
sure that their cost allocations are appropriate.

Additional program codes were added for all programs, so 
make sure you review the list of program codes before you 
complete this year’s CFR to make sure you are in compliance. 
For example, SED added new programs for group SEIT 
programs so SEIT information will need to be split over 
multiple columns depending on the size of the group service 
was delivered under.

With Thanksgiving behind us, we realize that people are 
starting to get into the holiday spirit, and for most of you, 
your CFR has already been traditionally filed. With the 
COVID pandemic, we have found that many staff members 
have held off on taking vacation until the end of the year, 
which means many of your staff may be off as the year 
comes to a close. The new COVID-19 schedules are going to 
require a certain level of analysis by providers to understand 
the additional costs incurred (and for SED providers, the 
potential cost savings realize due to the pivot to remote 
learning). Providers need to push to complete their CFR’s as 
soon as possible to meet the February 1, 2021 deadline, as it 
will take time for their auditors to work through the CFR’s 
and complete their audits.

Providers are required to show all SED programs 
(as reflected on CFR-1) and disclose the net impact 
that the pandemic has had on expenditures. Some 
examples would be:

If you incurred additional costs for PPE, you would 
reflect just the additional cost incurred on the 
supply line

If you didn’t incur food costs since your school was 
closed. You would show a negative cost on the food 
line

If your utilities are down due to your facility being 
closed, you would reflect the reduction in cost in 
each of the programs impacted

If you let go an office worker and a therapist, and 
hired an additional teacher for remote learning, the 
increases and decreases would be reflected, resulting 
in a net increase or decrease in compensation 
attributable to the pandemic.

The instructions provided are not totally clear regarding 
this treatment, so this was directly confirmed with the Rate 
Setting Unit. Providers will need to review their expenditures 
to determine the impact the COVID pandemic had on each 
expenditure within each program to properly reflect it on the 
schedule. Remember, the purpose of this schedule is to reflect 
the impact that the COVID pandemic has had on providers, 
so for the 2019/20 year, providers should reflect the impact 
from the start of the pandemic. This has nothing to do with 
your PPP loan and your 24-week forgiveness period.

Any revenue received to help providers cope with the 
COVID pandemic will need to be reflected on the 
COVID-19(S) schedule. This includes governmental 
grants (SBA, FEMA, PPP, HHS), tax credits (ERTC), and 
contributions or grants specifically earmarked to cover 
COVID related expenditures. For PPP funds, the amount 
of revenue you would reflect is only the revenue earned 
during the CFR reporting period. For most providers, any 
PPP forgiveness they may request will most likely cross 
reporting periods an also most likely won’t be recorded 
for accounting purposes until notification of forgiveness 
has been obtained from the SBA. Providers may want to 
consider reporting anticipated forgiveness on CFR-1 and 
COVID-19(S) and reflecting the forgiveness revenue as a 
reconciling item between the audited financial statements 
and the CFR.

For SED providers, according to RSU, it is yet to be 
determined how PPP loans if forgiven will be treated 
from a reimbursement perspective, but the CFR reporting 
instructions have the PPP reported under federal grants, 
which is classified as an offsetting revenue line for SED 
rate setting.

n case you didn’t hear, the new CFR claiming 
manual and related software have been released. 
This is for CFRs for the year ended June 30, 2020. 

The NYS-issued CFR software is available for download 
on the CFRS Home Page.

Due to the late release of the CFR software, the due date 
of the CFR has been extended to February 1, 2021. This 
is an automatic extension, so providers do not need to file 
anything.

There have been several significant changes made to the 
CFR this year, which include:

Certain DOH and OCFS funded programs must now 
be included on the CFR. The CFR software has been 
modified to allow providers with these programs to report 
appropriate information. For a listing of the programs 
required to be reflected on the CFR, providers should refer 
to appendix HH (DOH) and II (OCFS).

New COVID-19 and COVID-19S schedules have been 
added to the CFR. Many aspects of these schedules 
are the same. The COVID-19 schedule is for all 
programs, while the COVID-19S schedule is only foe 
SED providers. The COVID-19 schedule is to report 
increases in program administration and site related 
expenditures and revenues due to the COVID pandemic, 
while the COVID-19S schedule reflects net expenses 

and revenues. Financial information provided must be 
provided for all programs a provider runs (e.g. the same 
programs listed on CFR-1 should be reflected within the 
COVID-19 schedules). The COVID-19 schedules start 
with a questionnaire requiring providers to disclose 
information about any PPP funding they received. The 
goal of these schedules is to help better understand the 
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on each provider. 
These schedules require inclusion of certain amount, 
date, and forgiveness information. They also require 
disclosure of any revenue or gains on the extinguishment 
of debt, recorded during the reporting period, that 
was attributable to COVID-19 funding, grants, loan 
forgiveness, specific contributions, awards, or tax 
credits. This includes PPP, HHS, ERTC, FEMA, SBA, 
or any other funding received by programs attributable 
to the pandemic.

The COVID Schedules are broken out on a CFR-1 type 
format, with detailed support for personnel costs and 
contractors separately presented on CFR-4 and CFR-4A 
type schedules. Providers should reflect any incremental 
costs such as PPE, reconfiguration of space, combat pay, 
additional supplies, etc. attributable to the pandemic.

SED funded agencies are required to complete COVID-
19S which doesn’t just reflect incremental expenses and 
revenue but reflects net costs and revenue attributable to 
the pandemic.
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NEW CFR CLAIMING
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ENHANCED INTEGRATION OF SECURITY SOLUTIONS 

There a many different cybersecurity and network security 
solutions on the market, making it very difficult to oversee 
and manage the overall system security. As a result, more 
organizations will look to Secure Access Service Edge 
(SASE) frameworks to create a more holistic cybersecurity 
approach that includes custom access policy management, 
enforcement of security utilities, and monitoring from one 
central panel. SASE is a cloud based model that combines 
your different cyber and network security solutions into a 
uniform platform, making it easier to monitor and manage. 
More importantly, if company equipment is not an option, 
home networks and workstations need to be properly 
secured, monitored and maintained by the company’s IT 
department or a security professional. 
 

REMOTE OPERATIONS ARE HERE TO STAY 

While there is nothing positive that can be said about the 
COVID pandemic, the number of lives it took, the financial 
strain it created, and the disruption it placed on all aspects 
of our lives … it showed us that we can, with the help of 
technology, function in ways that we never thought possible 
before. It has accelerated our reliance on software, which 
will result in better information at lower costs, and opened 
up new ways to operate. Organizations will need to consider 
what their new normal is going to look like, as things will 
never go back to where they were before the pandemic. 
In determining what your corporate structure and work 
situation will look like going forward, it is imperative 
that you consider your IT environment and how to secure 
your organization in a more complete and forward-looking 
capacity.
 

On-line crimes reported to the FBI’s Internet Crime 
Complaint Center has almost quadrupled since the start of 
the pandemic, and its no wonder with more people spending 
time on their computers more than ever before. Add to 
that more users moving from secure, trusted networks to 
unknown potentially insecure networks, expect the number 
of cybercrimes to continue to rise during 2021. However, this 
shouldn’t stop organizations from adopting new technologies 
and continue to provide remote working opportunities for 
their staff, it just means that organizations need to be diligent 
and proactive in their security strategies and solutions to 
maximize the benefits of the new work environment they 
find themselves in without exposing themselves to additional 
risk.

ith the COVID pandemic, everyone has been 
forced to operate more remotely and this is even 
more prevalent in schools where remote learning 

is a standard, as parents are afraid to send their children 
to physical buildings or governmental regulations have 
prohibited in person classes. This opens schools up to higher 
levels of IT security concerns. So what are the biggest issues 
you should be focused on: 
 

REMOTE WORKERS WILL CONTINUE TO BE THE 
FOCUS OF CYBERCRIMINALS THROUGH 

2021 AND BEYOND 

Cybercriminals look for weaknesses in IT control systems, 
and for most schools, that is your staff. Cybercriminals 
monitor users and launch attacks that exploit their behaviors 
and habits. This has been evident throughout the COVID 
pandemic, as staff became remote workers overnight to 
comply with state and federal stay at home mandates, and 
their use of technology and devices shifted. Cybercriminals 
took advantage of this new work dynamic to launch phishing, 
vishing, ransomware, and a multitude of other attacks that 
targeted holes in schools IT controls and increased use of 
electronic communication, as many schools were more 
focused on remote service delivery than boosting their 
network security to adjust to the new work paradigm.
  
2020 saw a significant uptick in cybercrimes due to remote 
workers, with reports of nearly 25% of organizations 
incurring some level of additional expense to address 
cybersecurity breaches or malware intrusions. This number 
will only go up during 2021 as cybercriminals continue to 
evolve their approaches, attacking remote workers, unless 
organizations strengthen their systems and reeducate their 
staff.  
 

NEW METHODS OF CONNECTING 
REMOTELY ARE ESSENTIAL 

In order to move to a remote learning environment, many 
schools worked with the systems they already had in place, 
which included allowing staff to VPN into the school’s 
server. While this provided an opportunity for people to 
quickly pivot, it opened many organizations up to increased 
exposure. According to the Department of Homeland 
Security, as VPNs are remote access into a server, they 
increase the susceptibility to hacking and ransomware, 
as cybercriminals find ways to exploit them. This doesn’t 
mean that organizations shouldn’t use VPNs, they just 
need to make sure that the VPN they are using is regularly 
updated as new patches are released. Software providers are 
constantly releasing patches to update their systems to block 
cybercriminals, but with increased staff working from home 
and working on their own devices, these patches may not be 
updated everywhere they need to be, leaving areas where 
hackers can use remote sites linked to a server through a 
VPN as a way of getting in. 

With 400 million businesses and consumers using VPNs 
across the globe (according to GlobalWebIndex), it’s likely 
that we will continue to see VPNs targeted by cybercriminals 
in successful attacks. To combat this, organizations can 
look into implementing a zero-trust security model to limit 
exposure. This does not replace a VPN, but reduces risk as 
under a zero-trust security model, users have access to the 
smallest set of permissions necessary to perform their job 
responsibilities. So, even if a hacker gets into a system, they 
will be limited as to what they have access to. We anticipate 
increased reliance on zero-trust network access during 
2021. Also, MFA (multi factor authentication) should be 
implemented as a vital aspect of effective Cybersecurity. 
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